ANGLEŠČINA – USTNI DEL IZPITA
TEME ZA POKLICNO MATURO, SPOMLADANSKI ROK 2022
The oral part consists of 3 questions. 2 questions refer to the topics listed below, and you
will also have to respond appropriately in different situations (role play), also listed below.
You will be asked to describe a picture or you will have to talk or make comments about a
short text (up to 100 words). All pictures / texts will refer to the topics you discussed during
your English lessons. You should be able to use the vocabulary connected with them, add
your own opinions and personal experience.
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ON SCREEN
MODULES

Present yourself
(your name, surname, character, appearance, family
background, your free time and daily activities, your hobbies,
your future plans)
Describe a person you admire of find interesting
(a relative, a friend, a singer, a film star, an athlete;
description of character, physical appearance, his / her
profession, reasons for admiring him / her)
Stages in a man’s life
(being a child, a teenager, an adult, an elderly person - the
advantages and disadvantages of each stage)
Relationships and families
(different types of relationships: parents – children, brothers
– sisters, other relatives, friends, work colleagues, partners,
types of families)
Jobs in the past, present and future
(qualifications, requirements, skills, personal characteristics)
My country
(Slovenia, its tourist attractions, its people, their language(s)
and customs; neighbouring countries)
Art, music and literature
(your attitude towards art, music, literature, theatre and
cinema, how often you go to galleries, museums, concerts,
theatre, cinema; your favourite artist/ musician / writer /
actor / actress)
Your favourite book or film
(what is your favourite book or film; why you like(d) it, what is
its message)
Sports
(your favourite sports, their characteristics, equipment
needed, their influence on health, how often you play sports,
where you do it)
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10. Holidays
(your typical holidays, travelling, destinations, transport,
accommodation, holiday activities)
11. Obsessions and addictions
(types of addictions and obsessions; why people get addicted,
consequences, how to help)
12. Education and school
(your attitude to school; your memories of primary and
secondary school – school building, the educational system in
Slovenia, subjects, studying, school rules, school friends)
13. Rules
(what you know about rules at school, at home, in society in
general; how they have changed over time; your attitude to
rules; hospital hygiene rules)
14. The environment, natural phenomena and global issues
(ways of protecting the environment, issues people face –
poverty, accidents and disasters)
15. Florence Nightingale
(childhood, growing up, her career, Crimean War, life and
work after the war, importance)
16. Admission to hospital
(ways in which patients can be admitted to hospital,
describing the admission procedure)
17. Patient record
(questions asked to get personal details from a patient,
recording patient information – family history, medical
history)
18. Symptoms of common illnesses and conditions
(describing symptoms of common illnesses and conditions,
asking about symptoms)
19. Flu
(symptoms, what you should do when you have the flu, how
to avoid getting it, the importance of vaccination)
20. First aid
(describing first aid procedures – how to deal with blisters,
burns, severe bleeding, heart attack, stroke, choking, shock,
etc.)
21. Pain
(definition of pain, description of pain, how to assess pain,
making a summary about pain, types of pain)
22. Giving birth
(how to help with a birth, where births take place – usual and
unusual places)
23. Nutrition and obesity
(nutritional value of different foods, food groups and essential
nutrients, balanced diet and fast food)
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24. Diabetes
(what you know about the illness – types of diabetes, how
patients should live)
25. Eating disorders
(the causes; anorexia, bulimia, obesity, pica, orthorexia)
26. Parts of the body, internal organs and bones
(what they do and the illnesses that affect them)
27. People and places in hospital, the hospital team
(people who work in the field of medicine, qualities and
qualifications needed, (dis)advantages of being a medical
worker; different medical professionals; different places in
hospital)
28. Things on the ward and medical equipment
(name medical equipment in a hospital room, what medical
equipment is used by doctors, nurses and patients)
29. Caring for the elderly
(old age – characteristics, (dis)advantages of being old,
(dis)advantages of living in a care home, health issues,
Alzheimer’s disease, the effects of ageing, equipment / aids)
30. Hygiene
(the importance of personal and hospital hygiene, problems
connected to bad hygiene, people in hospital responsible for
ward hygiene)
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SITUATIONS
1. Giving opinions

27. Introducing (yourself and other people)

2. Agreeing and disagreeing

28. Answering an introduction

3. Complaining

29. Greeting people (formal and informal
situations)

4. Expressing requests (asking for help, asking
for information)
5. Expressing offers (offering help, use of
modal verbs)
6. Making suggestions
7. Inviting
8. Accepting and declining offers, suggestions,
invitations
9. Giving advice
10. Apologising
11. Saying thank you
12. Showing sympathy and responding to
sympathies
13. Congratulating and responding to
congratulations
14. Expressing exclamations
15. Expressing interest and surprise
16. Expressing emotions (enthusiasm,
(dis)satisfaction, compassion, disappointment)
17. Expressing decisions
18. Expressing probability, possibility,
uncertainty, doubt (modal verbs)
19. Expressing rules
20. Expressing obligation
21. Expressing prohibition
22. Asking for and giving permission
23. Expressing ability / inability
24. Giving reasons
25. Asking for and giving directions
26. Giving instructions

30. Asking how someone is
31. Saying how you give warnings
32. Identifying and describing people, objects,
places
33. Reporting about personal experiences,
events, fairs, meetings at work, texts you have
read
34. Making a summary (pain, admission)
35. Filling in forms – patient history, pain
history
36. Question formation

